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unskilful efforts to round up sheep ; and Kohler 1 has a
delicious picture of one of his chimpanzees, the clever Sultan,
who likewise had been ordered not to help, squatting with
arm upraised in an involuntary " sympathetic " movement
as another ape, having solved the problem of piling up some
packing cases, raises her hands to grasp the coveted bananas
suspended above her head. So it is with the soccer fan whose
leg twitches as, in common with his thousands of fellow-
supporters, he howls " Shoot! " or with the boy who rises
on tip-toe at the critical moment, as his friend rises to the
high jump. If one watches a person whose reactions are
naive, at a football match in which he is deeply interested
and at which the spectators have plenty of room to move
about, such as a school house match, one may see something
physically as well as psychologically very like the war dance
of the savage.
We, being well brought up, may laugh at ourselves for
such performances, or defend them on the purely psychological
ground that it relieves our feelings. But how is the savage
to know that so obviously satisfactory a proceeding does
not objectively do any good ? On the contrary, it does do
some good; it makes him personally feel much better, and
for that reason very likely makes him act more efficiently
when he passes on to ordinary common-sense action. Black
magic may even achieve its purpose of killing an enemy;
if he hears that a rite of proved efficacy has been performed
against him, he will quite possibly He down and waste away,
" through the power of suggestion ", as we should say. (If he
does not die, it merely shows that his defensive magic has
been too effective.) And as for the " white " magic that a
community may perform for the fertility of its crops, it at
any rate fills the farmer with peace of mind, and more and
more so in proportion as the ritual becomes more impressive.
Magic   arises,   then,   from   the   irrational   rudimentary
actions which people perform when they are anxious or
enthusiastic, that is when their feelings are stirred but when
no rational action is immediately demanded.   Hesiod or a
1 Mentality of Apes, p, 188,

